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Gavin Knight ventures out one evening for
a snack and is attacked by a winged
succubus. He believes it was a
hallucination, until a friend is killed in a
way that makes it all too real. Armed with
the mystery of his dying words, he attempts
to unmask the killer before suffering the
same fate. Enter John Sheridan, the lead
investigator in the case, who he doesnt trust
for a minute despite his occupation. Jack
and his crew, who have a peculiar
occupation and feed him an explanation of
what is happening that sounds off the deep
end. The B&B boys, who would like
nothing more than to settle an old score and
find out what he is hiding. Desdemona,
who has her own ideas on who Gavin
really is and determined that he fall in line.
If that isnt enough, old man Wallace shares
something about his hallucination that
catapults his mind among the stars. As the
pieces of who is really behind his friends
murder come together, he finds himself
with no way out, between a rock and a hot
place in hell.
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grew up just west of the tracks / Holding me to hold you back / Around your door shes calling out my name / She said,
Honey, wont you go outside? / Ive got a man The stars came out and warned me so. As I walked
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